questioning
the canon
In a world of unprecedented possibilities and unforeseen brutalities, what can architectural education do?

conversation 2:
urbanism and
landscape
As our very notion of the urban rapidly transforms, how can landscape and urbanism support ecology, sociality and equality?

Neeraj Bhatia is a licensed architect and urban designer from Toronto, Canada. His work resides at the intersection of politics, infrastructure, and urbanism. He is an Assistant Professor at the California College of the Arts where he also co-directs the Design Research Lab: The Urban Work Agency.

Prior to CCA, Bhatia held teaching positions at Cornell University, Rice University, and the University of Toronto. Bhatia is also founder of The Open Work, a transcalar design-research office examining the negotiation between architecture and its territorial environment.

teresa
Gali-Izard

Teresa Gali-Izard is an Associate Professor at the University of Virginia School of Architecture and the Center for Architecture and Urbanism (CAU), a landscape architecture firm led by Teresa Gali-Izard. She has been involved in some of the most important contemporary landscape architecture projects in Europe including TMB Park, Coastal Park, new urbanization Passeig de Sant Joan in Barcelona and the Sant Joan Landfill restoration, which won the European Urban Public Space award in 2004. Gali-Izard is the author of “The Same Landscapes. Ideas and Interpretations”, published by Gustavo Gill in 2005.
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